2 Fig. S1. Correlation of SNS-CDS ratios based on CDS position on the APMV genome. SNS-CDS ratios were calculated for each of the CDSs of APMV using the following formula: [SNS-CDS ratio = no. of SNS sp./CDS length (bp)]. "CDS ID" indicates the serial number of every CDS from the 5' to the 3' end of the APMV genome. (A and B) SNS-CDS ratio plotted against CDS ID. "density": density of the dot plot showing on the graph A. (C) Histogram of SNS-CDS Ratio. Extended Data Figure 1 A B C Extended Data Figure 1 | Correlation of SNP:CDS ratios based on CDS position on the APMV genome. SNP:CDS ratios were calculated for each of the CDSs of APMV using the following formula: [SNP:CDS ratio = no. of SNP sp./CDS length (bp)]. "CDS ID" indicates the serial number of every CDS from the 5' to the 3' end of the APMV genome. a and b, SNP:CDS ratio plotted against CDS ID. "density": density of the dot plot showing on the graph a. c, Histogram of SNPs-CDS Ratio.
. SNS distribution patterns on the APMV genome. The distribution of SNSs shown under four resolutions; 1 bp, 10 bp, 100 bp and 1 kb. The first row (top) illustrate the whole region, and second row (bottom) illustrates the enlarged area of interest. The red straight lines are the approximate lines. The table below indicates the formulae of the approximate lines and their coefficient of determination (R 2 ). "Interval" in the table indicates the log10(distance) intervals of the enlarged graphs. (B and C) Both regions are enlarged, at resolution ≤10 bp (B) and ≥10 bp (C). If the resolution is more than 10 bp, then the shape of the regions including SNSs is fractal. The fractal dimension is 0.97. If the resolution is less than 10 bp, regions that include SNSs also have a fractal-structure. The fractal dimension is 0.23. The red straight lines in the figures are the approximate lines. The table below indicates the formula of the approximate lines and its coefficient of determination (R 2 ). "Interval" in the table indicate the log10(r) intervals of the enlarged pictures displayed. Four different regions, named "A", "B", "C", and "D", on the APMV genome (NC_014649) were analysed using these primers. Regions A and C harbour two adjoining SNSs. The numbers in the "Pos.1", "Pos.2", and "Locus" columns indicate the physical positions on the APMV genome. The intervals in the rows of "Locus" are the regions amplified using the specific primer sets. -1.17 0.57±0.15 9.5±4.6Å C-score : Confidence score for estimating the quality of predicted models from "-5" to "2". 
